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Editorial. 
THE most ~omentous . prob.lem now challenging the attention of Amencan statesmen IS the problem of education in the 
South. That the nation is in danger from the existence within 
its borders of such vast numbers of ignorant and vicious voters, 
no thoughtful person, acquainted with the facts, will undertake 
to deny. The actuality of this danger was never so apparent as 
now. Universal suffrage is a real blessing only where universal 
intelligence prevails. 'The ballot in the hands of the illiterate 
and evil-disposed classes is simply a curse, The free will to do 
wrong, when freely exercised, is the worst form of human bond-
age. In giving unqualified suffrage to the ignoran t blacks, and the 
equally ignorant whites, in the late Confederate States, American 
statesmanship committed a stupendous blunder. Can any man 
deinand a more complete verification of this truth than the pres-
ent aspect of our national affairs presents? If so, we should be 
inclined to say that he is incapable of comprehending the relation 
'of cause and effect. A glance at a few comparative figures from the 
last census, bearing upon this subject, will be sufficient to present 
the question in a c ear and convincing light. These figures are 
summoned before the bar of public opinion in no partisan or 
sectional spirit, but ~nder the earnest convi~tion that the welfare 
of the country demands it. The best men in the South join 
with the best men in the North, and with good men everywhe~e, 
in the expression of the belief that in universai education alone 
lies the hope of better days. 
-----------------
Of the person:; over ten years of age, who cannot read, we 
have, in the different sections, the following percentages: 
Ea.~tern and Middle States, 
Western States, 
Southern States, 
Total Pop. Unable to read. Per-cent. 
12,303,534 478,606 3.8 
12,023,629 409,175 3·4 
13,878,435 3,550,425 ~$'~ 
As to the voting population, the figures stand as follows: 
Voters. Unable to read. Per-cent. 
Eastern and Middle States, 2,747,694 226,592 8. 
Western States, 2,~44,879 217,403 8. 
Southern States, 2,914,736 1,137,303 39. 
The expenditures for education, in the three sections as above, "-
in 1873, were: In the Eastern and Middle States, $32,451,601 ; 
in the Western States, $34,828,628; in the Soutller;l States~ $11 ,-
176,344- , 
From these figures, it appears that the Southern States, with a 
population greater than either the Eastern or Western sections, 
expend only one tlu'rd as much for the education of the' people. 
It may be further mentioned that the State of New York, with 
a population of 4,387,464, spends $11,256,894 annually, a sum 
greater than the amount above given for the entire Southern sec-
tion. The following comparison will prove very suggestive. It 
is between states of nearly equal population, north and south: 
Population. Expenditures for Education. 
New Jersey, 906,096 $2,471,343 
Alabama, 996,992 $ 490,604 
Iowa, 1,194,020 $4,229,452 
Georgia, 1,184,109 $ 223,660 
These comparisons might be almost indefinitely extended, but 
the above will suffice for the present. It will be seen that N«:!w 
Jersey, with a population somewhat less than that of Alabama, 
expends jive times as much for education; while Iowa, with a 
slightly great_er population than Georgia, .expends nearly twenty 
times as much, for the same purpo?e_ 
It is not necessary to enter into any argument to prove that 
the material, social, and political condition of the Southern 
States finds its explanation in these figures. On the contrary, 
the fact will be assumed as already established. It will also be 
assUl:ned that there is a grievous burden of illiteracy at the 
East 'and in the West. It is a national disgrace that at the end • 
of the first century in the life of t,he republic, there are, even in 
the Northern States, nearly one million illiterates over ten years 
of age, 443,995 of whom are males of voting age. As self-gov-
ernment is predicated upon intelligence, it is self-evident that 
its powers should be mainly directed to the work of self-preser-
vation by stimulating, and in every way encouraging the growth 
of that intelligence. Social, political, and material regener.a-
tion can be effected only on the basis of intellectual and moral 
regeneration. The intellectual and moral regeneration of a com-
munity is possible only througlz a wiu a1zd gmerous system of 
education, universally dtffused. This is t:1e pressing need of the 
South. This is the remedy which alone can reach the disease 
that is deeply seated in the body politic. Is there statesmanship 
enough in the republic to discern, and apply this c,ardinal truth? 
We shall see. ' .~ 
In view of the actual situation, the WEEKLY insists that there 
should be no delay in pressing to its final passage the bill set-
. ting apart the proce~ds of the sales of our remaining public 
lands for the education of the .people, and the equitable distri-
bution of the same, on the basis of the illiteracy existing in the 
sevetal states. This is the first step, and it should no longer be 
delayed; for it will require at least a whole generation entirely 
to reconstruct society 011 the finn foundations of genera~ intelli-
gence, and give to the people that -repose' and security so essen-
tial tQ ~helr !j9C~~ ?,ng material pr9sr~~, The South, ~eva,stated 
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and impoverished by the war, needs just such a measure as this 
to start her upon a career of educational development. Let her 
have the means, the information, the generous sympathy of the 
patriotic and the wise, and she will do the rest. To this end, too, 
the Bureau of Education, as the receivilzg and distribzttillg center 
of edltcational intelligence, should, in every way, be aided, en-
couraged, and liberally supported. We should not object to the 
enlargement of the scope, and the increase of the powers of this 
beneficent agency, to the extent of enabling it to command, if 
necessa~y, the cooperation of all the leading public school 
ag.encies in the. several states. It has already accomplished a , 
work for education, of which its pecuniary cost is no adequate 
measure. With the Southern States aroused to the necessity of 
a thorough system of schools, the importance of the Bureau 
wQuld be vastly increased, and its value to the nation would be ' 
ab30lutely beyond computation. Wltat tlte South needs is general 
education. To this end it must be aided, encouraged, and 
enlightened upon a subject so vital to all its interests. In a 
future issue, we shall again refer to this topic, presenting 
other figures significant of the needs of the people of this sec-
tion, and the dangers of the nation. 
There is an earnest desire among the truly thoughtful and 
patriotic people of the United States that the civil service of 
the conntry should be thoroughly reformed. This desire has 
been so frequently and so variously expressed, that there can be 
no doubt of its existence and of its wiqe-spread character. Indi-
viduals have given voice to it. Parties have affirmed it. The 
public press has echoed it. Official authority has san,!:tioned it. 
A commission, composed of many of our ablest and' best men , 
once attempted to give practical effect to it, and yet we do not 
realize it. How is it that, in a republic where the will of the 
people is, theo'retically, the supreme law, and where merit is pre-
sumed to be the highest and best test of fitness for public station, 
this righteous demand is still practically unrecognized? 
. The first answer to the question must be fou~d in the fact that 
the professional politicians are, in the main, opposed to the prin-
ciple. In their estimation, the subordinate offices under the 
Government are their property, to be assigned at will to their 
satellites and retainers, as a reward for partisan service. As 
such, these offices become the props and supports of aspiring 
adventurers, who subordinate the public good to personal advan-
tage, barter away the interests of the masses, tarnish the honor 
of the country, and corrupt the morals of the people for the 
mere pottage of political power. In this manner, politics be-
comes a powerful source of public and private demoralization. 
The doctrine that "to the victors belong tge spoils" is direct! y 
at variance with the principle that merit and fitness 'alone are tlte 
only true teoSts of qualification for tlu public servt'ce. It is this 
flagrant doctrine that embitters our political contests, engenders 
partisan hate, stimulates the most reckless. misrepresentation ~nd 
falsehood, inflames the passions of the multitude, and' endangers 
the peace and stability of tbe country. Eliminate this vicious, 
element from our politics, inaugurate a wise, tolerant, and just 
civil service system, and the American republic will make such 
rapid strides in material, social, and mora:! development, during 
the second century, as will throw even the grand achievements 
of the first utterly in the shade. 
------~---------
The second, and really the fundamental answer to the query 
as to the failure of our attempt to secure this reform is, that the 
4mm'can !eople, as a w~olel are "?-Ot Iltl? educqte,! ul t(J th.e 
r~qitirements essential to the establisltment and firm support of su.ch 
a system of C£vil service. In a country where the educated class 
is the ruling class, or where a personal government exists, the 
case is different. In that case, it is possible to devise and exe-
cute the best measures without let or hindrance from the popu-
lace. But, in a government of the people, the ballot of the 
illiterate is as potent a" the ballot of the philosopher, and the 
uneducated classes, swayed to and fro by the wiles, plausibil ities, 
and intimidations of the demagogue, become the aiders and 
abettors of the schemes of a selfish and greedy ambition. F o,!:. 
such evils there is, there can be, but one effectual remedy. That 
remedy must be a better education for tIle wi/ole people. Make 
every cit izen worthy of his high duties as a popular sovereign. 
Make him capable of comprehending for wltat he votes, and WIlY 
he votes. Give him the intelligence, the virtue, and the patr iot-
ism to vote accord ing to the dictates of his better judgment and 
his conscience, and his ballot will be cast in the interests of pub-
lic order, private morality, and pure government. 
And here, again, it must be stated that there is a very inade-
quate conception, even among the more intelligent classes, 
including the public men of this country, of tlte power of rigltt 
education in moulding tile cltaracter 0/ individuals and of nations. 
Indeed, this is the chief end of education, and if we had the 
wisdom to use our educational influences aright, there are no 
possibibilities of national achievement to which we might not 
reasonably aspire. According to the Prussian maxim, "whatever 
you would have appear in the life of a nation you must firs t put 
into its schools." If, therefore, you would build up a civil ser-
vice, based upon merit, worth , and fitness, instead of ignoble 
partisan subserviency, you must lay your system of education 
upon the same broad and deep foundations. 
Let the teachers of our public schools and institutions be 
selected in all cases on compet itive examinations, and such other 
tests of qualification as may be of the most conclusive character. 
Let superintendents and school officers of every gl ade be admitted 
to the service of the public, only upon similar conditions. Let 
boards of' education be reduced in numbers, and improved in 
quality, by eliminating ward p.oliticians, and substituting men of 
character and culture, according to the same principles. In 
short, embody the principles of a reformed civil service in a 
reformed educational service, and you will build from the foun -
dation. You will make better citizens, better public servants, 
and a purer and more efficient government. You will raise up 
more patriots and less partisans, more statesmen and less dema-
g~gues . By such means we shall conserve and promote every 
true interest of the State, diminish vice, magnify virtue, stifle 
partisan malice, develop a genuine statesmanship, and prove our-
selves to be wise master-builders, upon foundations against which 
the storms of faction and fanaticism shall beat in vaiu. 
The Kiudergarten furor which just now fills so many parents 
and teachers, is not very surprising, and will doubtless accomplish 
some good. Anythi.ng is better than apathy and stagnation . 
Forty ye~rs ago it· was Lancastrianism, and pupil monitors were to 
~ive school work a new efficiency. Twenty years later it was Pesta-
lozzianism, and object teaching was the proposed panacea for 
schoolroom duUness and failure. To-day it is Frrebelism, and 
the Kindergarten is the latest gospel of education. Each of the 
movements has a truth at bottom, or they could not have com-
manded the atte~tion of so many intelligent teachers. And each 
one proves, in its way, both that something better lies before us 
in edqcation, and the ardent qesire of tea.chers to atta.in it. It 
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may help to ' moderate the enthusiasm of our Kindergarteners to 
reflect that their predecessors were just as enthusiastic as them-
selves, and believed just as earnestly, that they had made the 
great final discovery in educational philosophy. There is wisdom 
in the old precept" Prove all things j " but the second part of 
the precept is equally important, "hold fast that which is good." 
To the good of the past, add the new good of the present, and 
thus make ready for the grander good of the future . G. 
The necessity of remembering the past is illustrated by the 
confusion of views among many of our Kindergarteners. Some, 
under the name of Kindergartening, are simply giving object 
lessons with Frcebel' s gifts as objects. They see no difference 
between Pestalozzi and Frcebel. In many respects the two men 
were alike. They were both enthusiastic lovers of childhood. 
Both were dreamers, catching insight into deep truths, but failing 
to give these truths any. clear and logical expression. Each was 
at times inconsistent with himself, and therefore each occasionally 
got on to the ground occupied by the Dther. But they differed 
fundamentally in the views held . PestalDzz i sought to enable 
the child to understand and use the world around him. H ence 
he chDse familiar objects as means of instruct ion. Frcebel's great 
thought was " to put the child in possession Df itself," hence he 
devised the children-garden, or play ground, ' and gave them 
playthings, that by their plays they might be led to learn the use 
of their own bDdies and minds, their limbs and their senses. 
Pestalozzi's aim was objective j Frcebel' s was SUbjective. Each 
involves the other, since the mastery of the world around us 
necessitates the development of our powers j and the mastery of 
ourselves includes a knowledge of the world around us as the 
sphere in which we live and act. Does not this prove that nei-
ther of these great German ed ucatDrs had the whole truth? 
Each saw it Dn the side next him. The full truth includes them 
both, and the perfect primary teaching requires the object lessons 
of PestalDzzi and the Kindergarten plays of Frcebel. G. 
There is an evil prevailing in SDme of the high schools, espe-
cially in the smaller places, which is dDing much to prejudice the 
people against the high schoDI as a part Df Dur free system Df 
public SChDDls. We mean the attempt to' run a full high schoDI 
CDurse when the community does nDt fUflllsh the material in the 
way Dfpupils. Thus we sDmetimes find in a village Df 1 , 000, Dr 
less, pDpulatiDn, a man in charge Df a graded SChDDI Df fDur depart-
ments, who. is also. the teacher of the high SChDDl. We find the 
three IDwer grades full, and the teachers over-wDrked, while in 
the high schoDI there are nDt mDre than a. dDzen pupils, and t\VD-
thirds Df the superintendent and prinCipal's time is given to. three 
Dr fDur Df this dDzen. MDreDver, we find that this man is paid 
nearly Dr quite as much as the Dther three teachers. It can but 
be that peDple will becDme dissatisfied with this state Df things. 
PDssibly the principal is giving a cDuple Df hDurs· each day to . 
one or two p.upils who are studying Latin or Greek, or bDth, or 
some more advanced mathematics than the rest of the school is 
prepared for. The whole thing is wrong. It is an injustice to 
all parties concerned. First of all, it is unjust to those who 
support the school, that so large a portion of the funds should be 
appropriated to three or four pupils. Then it is unjust to the 
lower grade pupils who are fairly entitled to the time of the 
principal, under th~ circumstances. It is also unjust to the over-
worked lower teachers ; and lastly to the principal himself, and, 
as has been said, is calculated to bring into reproach our ~ntire 
system of high schools as a part of the system of ' free public 
scho.ols. E. O. . 
Nor have we put the .principal in as do.ing, himself an injustice, 
simply to fill out the catalogue. He is in great danger of losing 
his hold upon .the confidence of the peDple as a superi.ntendent, 
and thus making a failure. H e is also. attempting to. do. for his 
two or three proteges what it is simply impossible that he should 
do well, under the circumstances, and thus making a failure as a 
teacher. But what should be done? Simply exercise a little 
common sense. Tell those three or four pupils that they can not 
'be well served at home, and cannot be served at all without 
gross injustice to ot~lers, and recommend them to go to the 
nearest public high school which is so situated that it can do 
such work and is doing it. And when this is done, have a gen-
eral promotion " all along the line," and fill up the empty seatsr 
in the high school rODm, and let the principal go to. work with 
the rest of the teachers to do. honestly and well the work that 
needs doing. E. O. 
Should not every graded school have a high school? No, not 
by any manner of means, if by a high school is meant a school 
in which are taught the branches assigned to the high school in 
the graded school course of twelve yea~s, now coming to be generally 
adopted in our western states. To attempt such a thing in the 
majority of our graded schools is a dishonest farce : there is nei-
ther the material in the way of pupils to make such a schoDI out 
of, nor can the teaching force requisite to give instruction in such 
a course be secured. Few places with a po.pulation less thlln 
6 , 000 or 8,000 can supply with pupils or support with teachers 
the full high SChDDI course as laid down in the schedule referred 
to, especially including both the Latin and Greek languages. 
In most villages of 500 to 1,000 inhabitants, the highest depart-
ment in the public school ought to be that recognized as the 
grammar school, and it ought to be so designated instead of 
calling it a high school. In most villages, or cities ( !), of from 
1 , 000 to 2 , 500, the highest department should not attempt anything 
more than the English highschool course. In such a place the high-
est department in the public school might be called an E nglislt Higlt 
Scltool. In many places of from 3,0 00 to 6,000 there may prof-
itably be added to the English high school course, a Latin and 
perhaps a French or German course, and the school be called a 
Latin H iglt Scltool. In places of larger size, the full high school, 
including the English course, Latin course, and the full classical 
cDurse' requisite for preparing for the classical course in college, 
may profitably be sustained. History, mathematics, natural 
science, and literature may be wisely put into the lower grades of 
high schDols in larger amDunt than usual whenever there is found 
to be a demand, and . the teaching force can be made adequate. 
These branches afford excellent means for filling out and'extend-
ing the course, as, for example, from the minimum work of a 
grammar school to the work of a good English High School j 
and again fFom the minimum English F!igh SchoDol, to t11e Latin 
. High School, etc. E. O. 
Nor can anyone tell us why some such system as this oJlght 
not to be recognized -in our school law. Would it not be a move 
in the right direction if a well digest~d plan of this sort were to 
be recognized in our ~chool laws, and a provision made that each 
village or city having a system of graded schools should formally 
decide what rank the highest department of the schools should 
take ? For example, in Michigan, there are not more than ten 
or a dozen places where a high senool eourse, including a Cull 
classical course preparatory to. cDllege, ought to be attempted; 
and p'erhaps it woUld be wiser if but eight shDuld attempt. 
E. O. 
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ORAL READING. 
Prof. J. C. PICKARD, Champaign, Illinois. 
I think I may safely say that, of all the young men and young women to • whom I have given instruction during the last ten years, not more than ten 
per cent. could read, at sight, an ordinary newspaper article fluently and intel-
ligibly. Give many of them a page of average prose to read, and they wi11 
often stop, stammer, repeat, and mispronounce even common words : they 
will leap a period-chasm without appareut effort, but fall breathless at a comma. 
A word somewhat unusual, though not difficult ofpr~nunciation, is a barrier to 
their further progress, and they must be pushed through it or boosted over it 
before they can go on. Their reading is mechanical, monotonous, spirit-ki11-
ing. It is a mere attempt at calling the words, and an unsuccessful one at 
best, since any mere word calling is not reading. 
What then is reading? It is the vocal transfer of a writer's thoughts and 
feelings to the mind of a listener-a sort of oral projection of the mind of the 
writer upon the mind of the hearer. It is implied that the reader takes up the 
thought and feeling of the writer into his own intellect and heart, and then 
conveys them by means of vocal expression to the intellect and heart of the 
hearer. It is obvious, therefore, that the good reader must be intelligent; 
must be quick to see, and quick to feel. He must understand what he would 
read. For the time being he must stand in tlie writer's place, thinking his 
thoughts over after him, and gathering into his own bosom all the emotions of 
the writer. 
This is a great deal, but it is not all. We have secured the spiritual impres-
sion; there must now be had the physical expression in order to communicate 
that impression to others. The reader's voice must bridge the space between 
tie giving and receiving souls. Spoken words are wanted-winged words-
messenger birds-to fly from lip to ear, and bear the message from soul 
to soul. 
\Vhat are spoken words 7 They are but air-puffs, made audible . The lungs 
are th~ reservoir of the raw material, which they supply as wanted to the 
physical labratory above. The mouth, not to be too precise, is a word-
factory. 
Obviously the physical expression will depend upon the factory. If a part 
of the machinery be wanting, as palate, or tongue, or teeth, or if it be stiff, un-
wieldy, or in any way fettered in its action, or if the motive power of the 
will be weak or insufficient, the product must be of doubtful value. Coins 
clipped all around the edge, and having no stamp; and being of light metal 
too, will not pass current, nor serve the purpose of commerce. What message 
can words that die before they are born, convey 7 If words ' are vehicles on 
which thoughts ride from soul to soul, wi11 they be of any service if the propel-
ling power fails and leaves them to fali mldway on their course 7 or if they are 
so con~tructed th;!.t no thought can find a seat 7 or if they s~art off on their 
journey without taking any thought aboard? 
Good reading is intelligible. The good reader makes himself heard and 
understood and felt . 
What are the characteristics of the reading of which I complain? Without 
attempting to enumerate all the particulars in which it falls short of good 
reading, I will say that they naturally fall into two classes. There are (1) 
those which arise from a want of that spiritual imprusiolt which is essential 
to the good reading, and (2) the faults of vocal exp"rusiOlt. , 
I. To what is this lack of spiritual impression due 7 So far as a reader 
fails to comprehend his author, he will have no thought to utter, and will be a 
mere parrot, or a machine grinding out words-say at the rate of 160 a minute. 
If he fails to perceive the logical relation of the ideas, or their relative value, 
he will surely fail to give his reading the shading of emphasis which expresses 
to the hearer such relative value. Sentences, interrogative and declarative, 
hortatory and exclamatory,-nouns, prepositions, interjections, and verbs, all 
alike are given in one tone. It is conceded that even ' such reading may be 
understood, but only at the expense of the hearer's attention: he soon tires 
and attends no longer. 
This fault must not always be attributed to' want of capacity on the part of 
the reader to comprehend the meaning of the author. You know that the 
failure to understand the writer is due to the fact that no tJlort has been made 
to understand him, and no effort has been made because it may not occur to 
the reader that there is any meaning couched under the forms over which his 
eye passes,-that any effort is necessary beyond what is required to articulate 
the wotds. The pupil may even sit down to study (7) what he is to read. 
There are words in the selection which he has never seen before j he guesses 
at the pronunciation; no dictionary is consulted for definitions. " Sundries" 
might as well be substitute~ for every such word. 
The fact is, that from childhood, through all his training in school, he has 
dealt with words as dead thing3. The truth may have been thrust into his 
consciousness that words are" fearfully and wonderfully made," but he has 
never been taught that they are informed with life-have living souls. \Vords 
have been used almost wholly for lessons in spelling. Husks have been fed 
to him from the beginning. His reading lessons have been exercises upon 
marohaled corpses, to learn to distinguish one from another, with occasional 
prat:tice in disjointing some of them. Though the most of the words be those 
which he puts to use daily with no lack of intelligence, yet when they appear 
before him on the printed page, they are either unrecognized, or viewed as 
dead and laid for burial. He may call their names, but his voice and manner 
will ·be unnatural, and his tones will lack the potency of a resurrection-trump. 
The remedy is obvious, even if hard and slow in operation; but the pu. 
ventive, also obvious, is comparatively easy of application. Children must be 
taught, and made to feel, that words do mean something-that every word has 
some meaning', and they must be made to feel what that mean ing is . They 
must not be allowed to stick in the bark . They may as well be taught from 
the beginning practically to distinguish between form and content, shadow and 
substance, lette r and spirit, body and souL Let children h :J.ve first presented 
to them those simple words which they have already learned to use, and 
which, therefore, represent ideas with which they are familiar. By all means 
discard those inane phrases and sentences that are so numerous in primers and 
first readers. It need not be a difficult task to find interesting word3 and 
pleasing combinations of 'words which children can be taught to utter with the 
naturalness of original expression. When a new word is introduced, its mean-
ing must be made plain, and it must be used, handled, till it can be used prop. 
erly and readily . Herein the teacher may show great skilL 
II. The faults or deficiency in physical expression remain to be considered . 
These are manifold, too many to be here mentioned in detaiL I will speak 
of a few that are common, and may be cured. 
There is the difficulty which arises on the appearance of an unknown word. 
Some adventurous spi rits will take a hasty look and then shut both eyes and 
strike out wildly for it, "hit or miss." The greater number, however, will 
modestly stop at once, as in the presence of a stranger to whom they have 
had no introduction, and whom they know not how to approach. The word 
is a barrier which they can neither climb nor leap. Accustomed to beiilg 
lifted over all hard places ever since they began their a-b.ab's, they stand and 
wait, looking up to you with a look that seems born of reproachfulness and 
imbecility. 
This inability to cope with a new word is generally due to ignorance of the 
'powers of the letters, and of the various combinations of letters. The remedy 
will be found in phonic spdlin,t;', begun very early, perhaps with the first word, 
and soon combined with ordinary letter spelling, to which must be added the 
naming of the silent letters, if there be any . . 
The little child that has been so trained for one year, will master new words 
more readily than one who has had the usual training for two years. By 
such drill he is made surer tongued. If by and by he stands in the presence 
of stranger vocables, he will not wait for an introduction. He has learned 
'how to approach them and to make their acquaintance. 
In this connection, I must express my high opinion of .. Leigh's Pronounc· 
ing Orthography" for primary grades. I would like our ordinary character3 
with Webster's markings of the vowels and consonants, but the silent letters 
present too great an obstacle. No device, so far as my knowledge goes, for 
indicating such letters to the eye, has been found that will bear comparison 
with Leigh's. ' 
Another obstacle in the way of fluent reading is want of eye-polucr. It is 
too slow in its action, and the tongue overtakes it and stumbles. Une who 
remembers how much has to be cou, iriered and settled by the mind of the 
reader before the tongue ought to pronounce the words-that the drift of the 
thought must be carried, that the meaning of the sentence as a whole, and the 
relative worth of the various clauses, and e,'en the pronounciation of the 
words, must be predetermined-will see at once how important is the prompt 
and correct action of the eye, and that its place is considerably in advance of 
the tongue. The eye, then, needs training in what may be called ocular gym-
nastics. It must have a predatory practice, until with a swift swoop it can 
dart upon a whole line, or more, and carry it away with a glance. 
The failures which are the result of improper or defective use of the organs 
of speech, claim attention, but will soon be dismissed. Here we are all in 
fault,-in' our daily speech as well as in our reading. Our utterance is either 
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feeble, or indistinct, or both. The organs are all right. For simplicity and 
mutual adaptability, for ease and rapiditY of adjustment, for the variety as 
well as possible perfection of products, our vocal machinery is wonderful be-
yond expression. But we either fail to learn its use, or are too indolent to 
make it efficient, or we fail to furnish an adequate supply of air-of the raw . 
material of which words are made. Hence abortive words, words shorn of 
their fair proportions, the halt and the lame, the weary and faint, the sickly 
and dying. 
Now what must be done to cure all this? Exerciu-exercise i1ztdligmtly. 
Directions for such exercise may be found in various mannals. 
For the clzildnn what? Tbe same thing in kind. Phonic spelling from 
the start, and continued daily for a year or two, and at longer intervals subse-
quently, but not abandoned till the child leaves reading as a school exercise. 
This phonic practice will, however, be nugatory and useless, unless, like all 
valuable gymn~tic exercise, it have life and system. There must be vigor in 
the production of every bone. No listless, indolent lifting and lowering of 
the arm will develop its muscle. 'There must be system enough to secure the 
training of everyone of the organs of speech, including the muscles which 
govern the movements of the lower jaw. 
Both the evil considered and its remedy are obvious enough, and easily 
stated. The evil we have; the remedy we see. But how shall the remedy 
be applied? That is the question. Where are the teachers who are compe-
tent? How many of them interest thems-elves in the matter enough to inquire 
whether there be any evil, or any remedy? Content to do as they have been 
done by, the most give time enough to reading, more, indeed, than is really 
needed; but they give no thought to the question whether the~e can be any 
improvement in the manner of teaching it. 
Are county superintendents blameless? How many of them, or of other 
.examining boards, ever examine applicants for certificates one-half as 
thoroughly in reading as in geography? How many are competent to make a 
thorough examination in reading? How many think it of any consequence 
whether a teacher can read well or not, provided he knows the name of the 
ninth President of the United States, and can" diagram a sentence?" 
Let all who appreciate good reading not be wanting in well-directed efforts 
to hasten the RMding Millmillm.-Nati01zal T~acher, August, 1875. 
GRANDMOTHER'S FAIRY. 
[A Story JOI- School Childrm.] 
TARPLEY STARR, Virginia. 
LACY L~E ~vas dO. wn on th~ rug-her feet crossed, Turk fashion, under her -gazmg mto the fire-thll1king. 
Nip and Tuck are cuddled cozily down with her. Nip-pretty, white, miss 
puss,-is folded up in Lacy's lap. And Tuck,-the fat brown I'up, is beside 
her on the rug tucked under Lacy's dress as snug as can be. Both look lazy 
and sleepy, and, like their little mistress, are gazing into the fire-thinking. 
And what wonder, since this is the very first fire that has been kindled on 
the hearth this fall! Spring has danced in with all her fair flowers, and sweet 
songs, and danced ont again. Then summer has come with her fine fruits, and 
sunny hours, and golden grained harvest, and gone. And now the chill autilmn 
winds are beginning to whistle over it all, and to have their own way around 
old Leeland House this raw Septemher twilight. 
So Mother Lee, who loves to shed the home light about her, has called in 
Dinah, and had her make up the first little blaze that has shown its shining 
face there, since last spring. Now there is something about the first little 
wood fire of the fall, that makes everybody feel quiet and pleasant, and sets 
them a thinking,-even t6 the children, and-the cats and the dogs, if they 
have any tl'i1zk in them. 
So Lacy and her two little pets sat thinking and blinking, and blinking and 
thinking. Lacy kept thinking of what the wind was talking so loud about, 
and then she thought of what a fine time she had last summer, and then she 
thought of something else-as she will tell you presently. Nip and Tuck were 
thinking about their supper no doubt. 
There was no one else in the room but I.,acy's mother, who was in an arm-
chair, gazing into the fire, and thinking also, very intently. 
After a while L acy drew herself back from the fire suddenly, and throwing 
her head in her mother's lap exclaimed, 
" Dear me! I do wish I was ONE." 
"One what, love?" returned her mother, putting her hand caressingly 
under Lacy's dimpled chin. 
" A fairy, mother! Do you kn~w I was just thinking of a pretty story 
Grandmother was telling me the other day, about such a nice little dear fairy, that 
lived in somebody's house-whose was it now ?-let me see- I can't remem-
ber. But anyhow, all the lady who lives in the house had to do was t~ 
rub her wate/e, and this sweet little thing would come flying right to her, and if 
she wanted her breakfast· set on the table, in would come the breakfast in a 
twinkle; or, if she wanted wood on the fire, here came in the wood, or, if she 
wanted her work, the next minute she'd see her stocking darned, or, her sew-
ing finished and ready to put away! Now was'nt that splendid, Ma ?-just 
like Aladdin who had the Slave of the Ring and the Slave of the Lamp to do 
everything for him he wanted-only this lady's" Slave of the Watch," wasn't 
any great black African slave, that might scare anybody out of his wits, but a 
beautiful little silver winged fairy, that flitted here and there like light.-
Then she didn't bring diamonds and rubies and hang -them up on trees and do 
all those- such big things that nobody could do but an "African Magician," 
sure 'nough ; she only made this sweet lady'S house a lovely, clean, S7tJul 
hOUle, where everything was in place and everybody in time, and all so happy 
and pleasant i-She had fmits, too, but they were good, nice apples and 
peaches and pears and-But Ma, you've read that story haven' t you? If you 
haven't Grandma's got it, I'll read it to you to-morrow." 
" I'd love much to hear it, Daughter. I never read it. But Lacy, who "did 
the story say the little fairy was ?" 
" 0 ! It never said at all Ma,-who do you think it could be?" 
" \Vell, Dear; it seems to me it must mean that you are to understand the 
little fairy'S name was 'Order,' or 'Energy,' or something of that sort 
from its being called The Slave of the Watch." 
"No indeed, Ma! you just put all that on to it, 'deed the . story didn't 
say so!" 
" Well, you must read to 'Ma' to morrow and then we' ll see all about it. 
And so my little darling wants to be a fairy, does she? A sweet little fairy 
tllat can make a home pleasant, and clean, and happy?" 
Lacy looked up for a moment here, as if a: light began to break in on her, 
and she half guessed that her mother was going to pull down one of her fine 
dreams, for, to tell the truth, Lacy Lee was a little girl that was much fonder 
of sitting down dreaming, than of jumping up acting. All the household 
knew this, and often Grandmother la~ghed and called her Lazy Lee. Some-
times the little lady would steal off with a pretty story and get so taken up 
with it she would get quite into a naughty temper if she was called ofl sudden-
ly to attend to any little housekeeping matter such as getting out the pickle, 
'or having the cruets filled for dinner. Her mother had often heard her ex-
claim, on these occasions, as she dashed her book down-" Dear 11lt / I do 
wislz people would ld tile alolu /" And she always noticed that after one of 
these seifish spells, Lacy looked shrug-shouldered and fretful, never in a 
bright, happy mood. 
This grieved her very much, for she knew· Lacy was a child with a stock of 
good sense, and good feelings, and good energy about her, and if she could 
once set to work in the right way, and get over this bad name of Lazy that 
the house had given her unfortunately, she was quite sure that her little 
daughter would be a comfort to the household, and a pleasure to her own 
little self. So now she patted Lacy under the chin very lovingly, and said: 
" So you cmt be, my darling, if you wish." 
"A fairy, Mamma! What do you mean? 
" Yes, Daughter, the dearest of dear little fairies. But then, my Pet must 
promise me-honor bright, now, that she'll try to be the house-fairy I'm going 
to tell her about. Will she promise Mother?" Lacy looked up agai~ with a 
sudden suspicion that" Mamma" was going to give her a plain everyday talk, 
rather than a sw'eet little twilight fairy tale, but her mother went straight on 
in such an earnest delightful way that when the lamps were brought in she 
felt as if she had been away off in dreamland, only her feelings were much 
more stirred up than if she had been there all by her dreamy little self. 
And when she kissed her dear Mother at bed- time she laid her small hand 
in bers, looked full .in her eyes, and said emestly. II 
" Mother, I promise you. I will try." 
* * * * * * 
Next morning when" Grandma" came down to breakfast she seemed to be 
in an unusually good humor. The boys noticed it, and all around the table 
re!p.arked on the circumstance as soon as the old lady'S back was turned. At 
dinner it was the same pleasant thing, and at supper. Grandmother said 
nothing, however, for several days. At last she could contain herself no 
longer, and on Saturday morning she had no sooner entered the room than she 
cried out-
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"Hester !"-this was Mrs. Lee's name,-" is it you that slips into my room 
every morning, now, while I'm in my last nap? or who can it be?" 
" Jot I, indeed, Mother," laughed Mrs. Lee. 
"Well, then there's a "neat-handed phillis" somewhere about, or a little 
fairy, I think it must be,"-here Grandmother glanced at Lacy, thinking of 
the story she had told her lately-" I'm sure it's nqt Dinah, for she never 
thinks of such things. She just makes up my fire and out she goes-burn or 
no bum-but every morning this week I have found on rising, that my 
fire was as bright as fire can be' ; not only so, but there are my stockings 
nicely turned for me, lying with my garters and slippers on my chair, right by 
the fire, the water poured out in my basin, my tooth brush in my mug, a kettle 
of hot water ready on the hearth, and all my clothes fixed to my hand-now 
who can this be? I've determined I'd watch, but the room is dark and I'm 
so overcome with sleep, I suppose, or, from some cause, I haven't been able to 
find out yet. And it's not only in the morning, but it's all day long! I have 
not had to look for my specs, nor my scissors, nor Illy thumb-stall, nor any-
thing this whole week-and this morning I found a pair of new knit garters 
instead of myoid list ones. Now isn't it strange! And to think I can't 
catch her, whoever it is! 
Here the dear old lady paused for breath Lacy's face was so red she 
feared her Grandmother would see it, and hurried out of the room. But 
Grandmother would sooner have suspected Mrs. Lee, or Dinah, or Charlie, or 
the cook, than "Lazy Lacy." . 
But Mrs. Lee knew well enough. It did her soul good to see how quietly 
and earnestly her little daughter was trying to keep her promise. And the 
effect of it all was so delightful! Not only did" Grandmother" look satisfied 
and better pleased than she had ever been known to be; but upon Lacy her-
self the reaction was charming to observe. She seemed, now, to be wide-
awake and full of life, no shrugging of her shoulders, and lounging abont as 
if half sick. Children naturally are active and love to be busy, and very 
often when they feel pouty and unhappy it is because they have nothing to do. 
At any rate, the recipe acted finely on lazy Lacy; in the tourse of a month 
or so she was like another child, and soon left her nick-name far behind her 
like a cast-off skin. 
But good Grandmother was determined not to be outwitted. One night, 
early in December, she and" Hester" 'yere talking the thing over, and came 
to the conclusion they would catch the fairy, or phillis, or whoever it might 
be. It was impossible for Grandmother to get out of her warm bed so early 
in the morning, but Mother Lee could do it. 
So, very early next morning, while it was yet dark, and the chickens were 
crowing, Mrs. Lee stole out of her room, in her warnl slippers and wraps, 
and creeping into Grandmother's room, without waking her, stored herself 
away behind the ,door, hiding behind some long garments. that were hanging 
there. " Grandmother" still slept on. 
After some minutes Dinah came' in, made up the fire and went out without 
looking to the right hand or to the left. 
She had barely disappeared down stairs when the door opened noiselessly, 
and in walked Lacy with some kindlings in her hand. With these she made 
the fire sparkle and blaze. Then she went round un tiptoe, put everything 
straight, and was just going out as quietly as she came in, when her mother 
glided from her hiding-place and threw her arms around her. 
"Ah-here she is, Grandmother! here's our little fairy! Only look-I've 
caught her at last-here she is ! " 
Grandmother rubbed her eyes and looked about ber. 
"Wby, Lacy-Lacy Lee! You don't tell me so! never dreamed of it-
my darlillg-DARLING-Grandmother's own little fairy 1" 
. As the excited and delighted old lady threw her arms around Lacy and 
kissed her, she added, with marked meaning,-
"Never mind~he shall be something else, too, besides Grandmother's 
fairy! " 
Lacy knew ~ Grandma" m~ant something by 'this; she told , her mother so, 
but what it was she could not divine. At least, not until Christmas morning-
then she knew. 
L:lCY Lee had always kept to her baby fashion of hanging up her stocking 
on Christmas Eve. Cbarlie laughed at her. But she meant to do it, she said, 
¥ long as she lived. 
So this Cbristmas we speak of, just at the very first streak of dawn, she 
stole out of bed, that she migbt have time to examine all her pretty gifts before 
it was time to make up Grandma's fire. 
She chuckled heartily when she saw what a great big stocking was hanging 
at the mantel instead of the small one she had 'put there: She jump"d back 
into bed, after kindling light enough to see, and went deliberately iilto the 
depths of this Christmas bag. One thing after another-sweet, things, pretty 
things, nice things, she liked them all! After a while she came to a ~quare 
package, tied in fair paper. She knew tbis was something very nice, and tore 
off the paper in hast~. 
Sure enongh! It was just what she wanted. A pretty little book-green, 
with the name in gold letters on the back, 
"The Little House Fairy." 
Lacy was too glad to get hold of this-for it was the very story Grandmother 
had told her about~o glad indeed, she began to read it right away, quite 
forgetting to go on with her search. 
But she kept hearing something go tick-tick-tick. 
She seized the big stocking again, and thrust her hand down into the very 
toe. There was, indeed, something else there! A large something, too, for 
it stuck tight enough in the toe'. Pull, pull, pull! 'Presently out it came. A 
morocco case. She opened this in a twinkle. And lo! there lay a real, /£ve, 
sure enough, watch; a lovely little gold watch, in an enameled case; al 
wound up too, tick-tick-tick. 
lIow exquisite it was! 
Just large enough for a little girl to wear; with the daintiest of gold chain5 
on it, and the Invliest of little charms banging beside it. 
L"cy was wild with rapture. Looking at the chain, she espied a slip of 
paper around tbe clasp. Opening this, she found written in a clear, neat, old-
fashioned hand, 
" Gran'dmother's Fairy 
shall be 
The Little Lady of The Watch." 
Chicago Notes. 
Prof. J AMES HANNAN, Chicago. 
NOTWITHSTANDING the subject has come to be somewhat trite, and a great multitude of things have been spoken, written, and published 
thereon, the following brief abstract of Mr. Pickard's account of his visit to 
tbe Centennial Exposition, which was given at a recent meeting of the Chi-
cago Principals' As;;ociation, will be found worthy of perusal. 
Mr. Pickard found the educational work very much scattered as to the Cen-
tennial buildings. It required much perseverance and some skill to find 
much 'of it. A very large proportion of the exhibits were those of foreign 
countries. On tbis branch of the subject these figures were found: Tbirty-
two different exhibits were found in sixteen different place., at which seven-
teen different languages were spoken. Fourteen of the exhibits were foreign, 
although the English language was well spoken by those in charge of the ex 
hibits. 
The Japanese exhibit was remarkable in many respects. Cuts and prints of 
va~ious kinds represented the old and the new of that distant empire most 
graphically. Their writing and whatever in their exbibit depended upon 
their powers of imitation were characterized by most wonderful excellence. 
This was also true of the Chinese exhibit. Their examinations for promotion 
were very searching and exhaustive. In the French department of the Ja-
panese exbibit, the average of candidates for promotion was made from four-
teen marks, on as many different topics, while in the English department it 
was m!\de from twenty marks, on as many topics. The Japanese paper, books, 
and slates were very Iigh t. 
The exhIbit of Norway was good, especially in penmanship. The furni -
ture of the school-room exhibited was poor. This was true of foreign furni -
ture generally, as. compared with ours. 
The Swedish exhibit was sbown in a buildmg constructed by the Swedish 
Government out of Swedish materials. The plan of the building was pecu-
liar; accommodati'ons for a library and a sort of exhibition hall being shown 
in it. An abacus differing from those in use in this country, and superior to 
them, was here seen; also, a very pecuiiar and excellent contrivance for 
showing the place of a note upon the staff in music, in connection with its 
sound. By means of this, when a key of the piano or other mstrument was 
struck, the corresponding n~te was mecbanically put in its proper place on the 
staff, in view of the class, There_ was also shown a peculiar and very excel -
lent map for the study of the geography of Sweden. This consisted of an 
outline map of the country, accompanied by a set of small blocks, which were, 
so to speak, the heads of pins. Upon these were printed the names of places 
in 'Sweden, and the recitation consisted in sticking these in their appropriate 
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places on the map. They cot;ld then "be removed, and the process repeated 
at pleasure. The heating of the school-room was done by a porcelain stove. 
The Swedish groups representing scenes in peasant and ~ilitary life were sur-
prisingly true to nature. 
The exhibit of Russia was the large;t in the Exhibition. It contained 300 
specimens of matter, illustrating religion, mathematics, natural history, geo-
;,:raphy, history, physics, penmanship, music, games, and work of pupils. 
RtHsia, however, only exhibited the educational work connected with her 
army, and the same was true of Spain. Canada was credited with a remarka-
bly good exhibit in many respects. Switzerland, the Netherlands, Brazil, and 
Egypt made very meagre exhibits. Thm;c of Italy and Hawaii were better. 
Germany exhibited no pupils' work or school appliances. The exhibit of 
Great Britain aud her colonies was very fuJI and concrete, especially in mat-
lers of geography. 
So far as the United States were concerned, New England made a good 
showing, though her penmanship was bad. In the matter of penmanship and 
appearance of papers, Ohio took the lead, especially Cleveland and Cincin-
nati. Indiana was awarded the place for the best arrangement of her exhibit. 
The" idiosyncrasies of superintendents were shown in the exhibits of New 
Jersey ami Rhode Island ; ninety-six per cent. of the worl~ of the former state 
consistcd of maps, and a like proportion of the work of the latter was spell· 
ing. The Wisconsin exhibit was good, but scattered about in two or three 
places. The Kindergarten work of SI. Louis was good. The work of Phil-
adelphia was shabby, while that of Pittsburg was laborious and remarkably 
fine. The work of Michigan was not seen. The work of Massachussets 
consisted mostly of rlrawings, which were creditable; that of Maine was care-
less. The exhibit of New Hampshire was chiefly remarkable for a relief map 
of the state. A similar and very remarkable dissected map of the United 
States was exhibited from Pennsylvania. As illustrating the accuracy of the 
relief feature of this map, it was stated that New Hampshire, with its White 
Mountains, was \!asily slipped under Colorado. The lllinoi. exhibit was good. 
Mr. Pickard commended that feature of the Swedish and other school-
(lesks, whi ch allowed pupils to dispose of their slates, etc., by slipping them 
down through an opening in the desk, made for that purpose, " ibereby the 
twistings and contortions necessary for an American child to undergo in order 
to put away his slate, are wholly avoided. H e was also of the opinion that 
the foreign primary school work, as shown at the Centennial Exhibition, was 
superior to that done in American schools. 
-Pupils are admitted into the Ch ic~go High Schools semi-annually-in 
June and D ecember. The numher of those who succeeded in passing the 
last examination was 117. They have been divided into four classes, one for 
each of th'e High Schools. We believe that this is the first time a beginning 
class was found at the Central School at this season of the year. 
-The effort to teach geography in Chicago by means of a syllabus, has 
ingloriously succumbed to the inevitable. The fevered dream in which geog-
raphy was seen as "the peg upon which the greatest quantity of useful and 
entertaining scientific information can be suspended" is o'er, and now naught 
is expected there save what is found in the text-book. 
-The members of the Normal class which- graduated at the close of last 
term were assigned to the different schools to do work as substitutes in the 
absence of regular teachers, at the last meeting of the Principals' Association. 
-The Superint!:!1dent made a prudent suggestion at the meeting of princi-
pals held January 13th, in reference to guarding against accidents and panics 
in case of fire. Teachers should be instructed to yield obedience to signals 
for dismissal, no matter when or hy whom given. The practice of occasional 
dismissals and recesses, at unusual hours, was recommenrled, so that such dis-
missals should not themselves cause a panic or alarm. It was thought that 
any school in Chicago might be dismissed in an orderly manner, the pupils 
taking with them tbeir wrappings, in a surprisingly short time. The recom-
mendation is one of more than local application. 
-Some misunderstandings have arisen in reference to -what shall be done 
about institutes which have been announc<;d on days that, by some lucky 
chance, turn out to he pay-days. Insti tutes will always he held according to 
the published programme. The announcement is made in the interest of 
definiteness. No immediate clashing is anticipated. 
-It will be a pleasure to the many friends of Mr. S. H. Peabody, of the 
Chicago High School, to learn that he ha been chosen to take charge of the 
cabinets and materials of the Chicago Academy of Sciences. The managers 
of this latter body have shown wisdom in making such a selection, for Mr. 
P.eabody's merits are only excelled by his modesty. It is matter for congratu-
lalion too, that the engagement of Mr. Peabody by the" Acad'emy will not 
sever his connection with the High School, or interfere with his labors there 
The nature of Mr. Peabody's duties at the Academy is in harmony with his 
tastes and recent studies, and will bring him pleasure and honor. On the 
whole, the appointment is one eminently fit to be made, and will redound 0 
the interest and prosperity of all concerned. 
PRACTICAL HINTS AND EXERCISES. 
Editor, Mrs. KATE B. FORD, Kalall)aZQO, Mich. 
[ The following is a beautiful ' selection from th~ later po~ms of Alic~ Cary. It 
is excellently adapted to reeitatiolt by a young girl in the grammar or hig/t 
scl/Ool.J 
THE OLD STORY. 
r[HE waiting-women wait at her feet, 
And the day is fading into the night, 
And close at her pillow, and round and sweet, 
The red rose burns like a lamp alight, 
And under and over the gray mists fold; 
And down and down from tbe mossy eaves, 
And down from the sycamore's long wild leaves 
The slow rain droppeth so cold, so cold. 
\ Ah ! never had sleeper a sleep so fair; 
And the waiting-women that weep around 
Have taken the combs from her golden hair, 
And it slideth over her face to the ground. 
They have hidden the light from her lovely eyes; 
And down from the eaves where the mosses grow 
The rain is dripping so slow, so slow, 
And the night wind cnes and cries and cries. 
From her hand they have taken the shining ring, 
They have brought the linen her shroud to make. 
0 , the lark she was never so loath to sing, 
And the morn she was never so loath to awake! 
And at their sewing they hear the rain,-
Drip-drop, drip-drop over the eaves, 
And drip-drop over the sycamore leaves, 
As if there would never be sunshine again. 
The mourning train to the grave has gone, 
And the waiting-women are here and are there, 
"Vith birds at the windows and gleams of the sun 
Making the chamber of death to be' fair. 
And under and over the mist unlaps, 
And ruby and amethyst burn through the gray, 
And driest bushes grow green with spray, 
And the dimpled water its glad hand claps. 
The leaves of the sycamore dance and wave, 
And the mourners put off the mourning shows; 
And over the pathway down to the grave 
The long grass blows and blows and blows. 
And every drip-drop rounds to a flower, 
And love in the heart of th~ young man springs, 
And the hands of the maiden shine with rings, 
As if all life were a festival hour. 
HINTS. 
WE notice, in one of our exchanges, that a new system of instruction i , to be introduced into the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
Workshops are to be provided with every needful appliance and whatever 
tools are necessary for making machinery; and the future machinists and ' 
engineers wiJI have an opportunity to learn the practical as well as the theo-
retical part of their professions. From books and lectures they will still learn 
the scientific principles of bridge building, how to calculate distances, the 
relative strength of iron and wood in various shapes and positions; but the 
review of all this in the work-shop will secure to them a pennanent hold on 
everything learned, and we may by and by look for. many real masters of tbe 
industrial· arts. Why cannot this principle, to a certain extent, be brought into 
our common schools? Children might learn to measure, count, money, and 
accomplish a multitude of business transactions. We know of one grad~d-
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school principal who keeps always on hand for his classes in mathematics, a 
box of what he calls " medicines." These consist of examples of common, 
everyday matters of business, such as measuring wood, selling flour, computing 
interest on notes, etc., written plainly on bits of paper, and dealt out occasion-
ally to test the skill of the pupil. "But why the name?" we asked. " Be-
cause they serve so well to cure boys and girls of conceit," he answered. 
"Youn!!' ladies and gentlemen are often afllicted with a rush of knowledge 
to their head, and then I administer regular dose, several times a day, and 
the desired results always come in due time. " 
FOR TEACHERS OF GiWGRAPHY.-The latest Almanac of Behm & Wagner, 
the eminent statisticians, estimates the present population of the world at 
1,423,917,000, occupying a land surface of 51 ,340,800 square miles, with an 






















WISE.-A Detroit mother had just completed reading a very simple work on 
history to her little five-year-old, when he seriously asked: "Don't you 
think I know all the history there is now?" We personally know pedagogues 
who act, if they do not say, the same thing. 
OF AN INQUIRL'<G MIND.-Not many months ago, a member of a Michigan 
high school surprised his teacher by spreading an atlas before him on the 
table, and politely saying: "Will you be kind en9ugh to locate for me the 
town 0/ Christmdom? I have looked the whole world over, and failed to 
find it." The teacher brought his learning to bear upon that spot at once .. 
-During a "town meeting" the question of equalization of school money 
was being discussed. One old gentleman, in the course of the debate, .ex-
claimed in great heat: "Why, Mr. Moderator, the money is not equ~lIy 
divided. In district NO.7 they have sixty·seven dollars and only one scholar 
-{)ne bare little girl, and no more. Now sir, what should be done in such a 
case ?" There was a pause for a moment, when a chap with a pipe in his 
mouth, at the back of the room, bawled out: " Take the money and buy her 
some clothes." 
MAKING THE PLUM-CAKE.-A DIALOGUE. 
[Adapted/rom Miss ·Alcott's "An Old-Fashioned Girl." ] 
DRAMATIS PERSONJE.-Poily, a girl of fifteen or sixteen years; Tom, a large 
boy of the same age, or a year or two olqer; Maud, Tom's sister, a delicate 
girl of about twelve years. Polly and Maud, with large aprons on, are in 
front of a plain kitchen-table, on which are the usual cups, pans, spice-boxes, 
rolling-pins, etc., necessary for cake and pudding making. Tom enters, 
but stops within two or three yards of the table. Polly is measuring cups 
of milk, Bour, etc., and pouring the ingredients into a large earthen dish 
or pan_ 
Maud.-Gracious me, Tom! Don't come now; we're awful busy. Men 
don' t belong in the kitchen. (She takes her seat at one end of the table, with 
a large wooden bowl in her lap, and begins seeding raisins.) 
TOIll.-Couldn't think what you were about. Mum is asleep, and Fa;} out; 
60 I loafed down to see if there was any fun about. 
Polly. (First whispering to Maud a sentence or two) .-Come in, if you 
like, and stir this cake for me. It needs a strong hand, and mine are tired. 
There; put on that apron to keep you tidy. Sit here, and take it easy. (Ties 
a checked apron on him, gives him a chair near the table, at the end opposite 
to Maud, and puts a big bowl into his hands.) 
Polly. (Stoppmg to admire Tom's vigorous·stirring).-You do it beautifully, 
Tom. I will give you a conundrum to lighten your labor: Why are bad boys 
like cake? 
TOIll.-Because a good beating makes them better. I doubt that myself, 
though. 
Polly. (Throwing a plump raisin .into his mouth).-Bright boy! Here's 
a plum for you. ~nd,-4io you, know ?-you make me think of Hercules 
with the distaff. Now, isn't cake-making a delightful employment? 
TOlll .-1t is pleasant, if not classical. Put in lots of plums, won' t you? 
I'm rather fond of plum cake. 
Polly.-I always do if I can. There is nothing I like better than to shovel 
in sugar and spice, and make nice, plummy cake for people. It's one of the 
few things I have a gift for. 
Tom.-You've hit it this time, Polly, you certainly have a gift for putting a 
good deal of both articles into your own and other people's lives, which is 
lucky, as we all have to eat that sort of cake, whether we like it or not. 
Maud.-I do believe he's preaching. 
Tom.-Feel as if I could, sometimes. (To Polly)-That's more in your 
line, ma'am. Can't you give us a sermon? 
Polly.-A short one. Life, my brethren, is like plum.cake. (Folds her 
floury hands). In some the plums are all on the top, -and we eat them gaily, 
till we suddenly find they are gone. In others the plums sink to the bottom, 
and we look for them in vain as we go on, and often come to them when it is 
too late to enjoy them. But in the well -made cake, the plums are wisely 
scattered all through, and every mouthful is a pleasure. We make our own 
cakes, in a great measure; therefore let us look to it, my brethren, that they 
are mixed according to the last receipt, baked in a well-regulated oven, and 
gratefully eaten with a temperate appetite_ 
Tom_ (Applauding with his large wooden spoon).-Good! good! That's 
a model sermon, Polly- short, sweet, sensIble, and not a bit sleepy_· I'm one 
of your parish, and will see that you" get your celery punctooal," as old Dea-
con Morse used to say. 
Polly-Thank you, brother. "My wants is few, and never scarser than 
they used to be," as dear old Parson Miller used to answer. Now Maud, 
bring on the citron. (Takes the bowl away from him, adds a triBe to its con-
tents, and pours them into a cake tin, Tom and Maud looking on with great 
interest. Meanwhile she addresses Maud.) Now make y.our custards, dear. 
T qm may like to heat the eggs for you. It seems to have a good effect upon 
his constitution. 
Tom. (Smoothing his apron and looking cheerful).-First rate. Hand 
'em along. 
Polly . (As if just recollecting a message).-Oh, I forgot to tell you. Fan 
. has got the books and maps you've been wanting so long. Go and rest now. 
I'm much obliged. Here's your wages, Bridget. (Hands him a stick of 
cinnamon, and bowing, waves him out.) 
Tom. (Crunching his cinnamon, and slowly going).-Don't always get my 
pay so soon. (Turning ju.t as he reaches the door). Good luck to your 
messes! 
(Here the curtain falls; or, if no curtain is in use, the two girls, with hands 
full of baking utensils, etc., step toward the front, one on each side of the table, 
bow, and leave the stage on the side opposite to that taken in Tom's exit). 
Correspondence. 
A FEW VALIANT WORDS FOR THE WOMEN. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
IN your very excellent account of the Ma~sachusetts Teachers' Association, the absence of any woman's name on the programme cost the printer a lot of italics and wonder-marks which seem to reflect a little adversely upon the 
women of Massachusetts. I feel called upon to say a word in their vindica-
tion . There is not a more able or more ready set of teachers, anywhere. It 
~hould be borne in mind that our meeting came in holiday-week, a vacation in 
the cities but term-time in the country; and, what you may not understand in 
your longitude, this meeting is the yearly signal for a terrible snow-blockade 
011 the railroads. In the late making up of the programme, every one of the 
dozen women who were asked to take part in the meeting, declined for a good 
and satisfactory reason. The time of holding the meeting is unfortunate 
and ought to be changed; but no imputation should be made upon the 
women. Yours truly, 
WORCESTER, MASS. Jan. 17, 18n. A. P. MARBLE. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY : 
Some of your Michigan readers. greatly regret to see that the late report of 
proceedings of their State Teachers' Association, appearing in your journal, i~ 
conspicuous by at least one unfortunate omission-the failu re to note that 
women had any share in the transactions. But for the bare mention of one 
lady in the list of officers elected, it might be supposed that we hold the old-
time position of certain eastern associations, in excluding our sisters altogeth-
er from duties and honors in this distinguished body. Quite the contrary, I 
assure you. For many years women have had honorable places upon the pro-
grammes of the Association; and never more so than at the late meeting. 
Mrs. D . B. Butler, of Manistee, was down for a paper on vocal music in the 
public schools-an appointment which, unhappily, she was unable to fnlfill ; 
Miss Recta Woodford, of the Lansmg public schools, conducted an admirable 
exercise in Primary Reading with a class of her pupils; and Mrs. Laura 
Adams, Principal of the Tappan School, Detroit, and Mrs. Ford, of Kalamazoo, 
creditably filled their appointments as leaders of a discussion on Oral Reading. 
So we should like to have your twenty thousand readers, more or less, under-
stand that the Peninsular State is on the front line in the recognition of woman 
as not less entitled than man to duty and honor in our chief public gather-
ings. Yours, etc., 
MICHIGAN, January [9, [877- EQUAL JOSTle£.. 




Editor, JOHN W. COOK, Normal. 
[Report 0/ the Illinois State TeacluTs' Association, contilzud.J 
THURSDAY ' EVENING SESSION.-Topic: "The Duty of Public Schools in R espect to Moral Education." Superintendent Pickard, 
Chicago, gave us a grand address. Drs. Edwards and Gregory followed, in 
the same strain, all tal~ing high ground on this subject. 
Mr. Leslie Lewis, chairman of Committee on Resolutions concerning Mr. 
Francis Hanford's death, reported the following resolutions, which were 
unanimously adopted by a. rising vote, amid expressions of intense feeling : 
Your committee, appointed to prepare suitable resolutions upon the death 
of Mr. Hanford, respectfully presents the following report : 
By the death of Francis H. Hanford, the Illinois State Teachers' Associa· 
tion has lost a valued and honored member, who had endeared himself to all 
of us by his genial and manly course. 
For many years he had been a prominent educator in our state, and in all 
the positions he was called upon to occupy, he was eminently successful. 
Being a thorough scholar, a patient, persevering, conscientious, and skillful 
instrnctor, he easily won the respect and support of parents and school officers. 
Being kind and just in his dealings with his pupils, he always had their love 
and esteem. 
As a citizen he was puqlic·spirited, honest, honorable, and faithful in every 
trust. As a fri end he was generous, warm.hearted, and self-sacrificing. 
He was an active worker in our Association, always with us when his cir-
cumstances would permit, and often was his voice heard in our discussions, 
and always on the right side. No one was ever more willing to do what he 
could to further our interests. 
We now present the following resolutions, and would ask that they be 
adopted : 
Rtsolved, That we extend to the afflicted widow and fatherless children our 
heartfelt sympathies in their sad bereavement. 
Resolved, That we solemnly and earnestly protest against any and every 
attempt to defame the character of him who was known to us as a pure and 
upright man. 
R esolved, That this report be spread upon our records, and that a copy of 
the same be sent to Mrs. Hanford. 
The following resolution, in respect to the death of Mr. Simeon Wright , 
one of the founders of th is Association, was unanimously adopted: 
R esolved, That in the death of Simeon Wright we are reminded of his 
devoted and efficient work in the early years of this ASSOCiation, of our N or-
mal School, and our school system. We will endeavor to imitate the persist-
ent earnestness and self-denial of those early years. 
J . H . BLODGETT, 
P. R. WAl.KER,. 
E. A. GASTMAN, 
Committee. 
The committee to whom was referred Mr. S. H . White's Centennial Report, 
reported in favor of appointing a committee to carry ' out the suggestion con-
tained in that paper, in regard to having the work of our schools represented 
each year at this Association. Report adopted, and S. H. \¥hite , Peoria, 
Prof. Burrell, Champaign, and Mary Allen W est, Galesburg, were appointed 
said committee. 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON, CENTENN1AL SESsION.-The General Association met 
at the Industrial University, where our returned educational exhibits were on 
exhibition. Many members came out early to inspect these, and found that 
they made a much better show here, where they had plenty of room, than 
the~ did in their restricted quarters at Philadelphia. 
The Committe on President's Address reported the following: 
Resolved, That the Association heartily endorses the proposition to establish 
a system of Teacher's Institutes, to be conducted principally at the expense of 
the State, by regularly appointed State Agents, who, when not employed in 
institute work , shall employ their ti \lle in lecturing, and, in other ways, pro-
motin" the interests of popular education. We recommend that Institutes of 
one w~ek each shall be held annually in each county, where provision is made 
by the County for all local expenses. 
Report accepted, and referred to Committee on School Law. 
The committee appointed to audit the accounts of the Centennial Committee 
reported: 
We have carefully examined all these accounts, with all accompanying 
papers and vouchers, and find, 
I. That said committee have ·drawn warrants on H on. S. M. Cullom, Treas-
urer of Centennial Fund to the amount of $3,341 .0 9. 
2. That the bills and' vouchers are on file for the expenditure of same 
~Ttlount, $3,341.09. 
3. An item showing small balance due several members of the committee. 
In examinlllg these accounts we find that several members. of said committee 
have not only given much time in the planning and management of the work 
devolving upon them, but have done much gratuitous labor, and have heen to 
considerable personal expense, for which they present no bills ,and refuse reim-
bursement. 
E. L. WELLS, 
lAS. P. SLADE, 
E. A. GASTMAN, 
Committee. 
The committee also reported verbally that there was a balance in the 
hands of Governor Cullom, exactly how much they could not say, as 
he had not yet sent an itemized report. Report accepted, and Mr. Gastman 
appointed a committee to settle with Governor Cullom, and pay balance over 
to the treasurer of the Association; also to puhlish report in the leading news-
papers of the state. 
Hon. Wm. T . Harris, St. Louis, nbw read an elaborate and exhaustive 
paper on "The Lessons of the Centennial." Dr. Gregory, as Secretary of 
the Centennial Committee, then presented a very full and satisfactory report of 
the work of the committee, showing how every dollar had been expended. 
Mr. Pickard also made a verbal report. Reports accepted, with hearty thanks 
to the Centennial Committee for the admirable manner in which they dis-
charged their arduous duties. The committee was continued, to settle up, and 
turn over property, books, etc., to the Executive Committee of the Association. 
Prof. Hillman, Chairman of Committee on Resolutions, reported a series 01 
resolutions, which wj':re adopted. These included, besides the customary 
thanks for favors recei ved, the following : 
R esolved, That in the gravity of our national situation we recognize a warn-
ing of the need of sound moral culture for our youth, and of devoted patriot-
ism, forbearance, and justice, on the part of every citizen, that we may be 
delivered from our present perils and preserved from their recurrence. 
On motion of Mr. W . B. Powell, a committee of three, afterward increased 
to five, was ordered to take into consideration the exhibition of the-work of 
our schools, at the Pari~ Exposition, 1878. As this is such an important com-
mittee, the President was allowed time to fill it; the members will be 
announced at some fu ture time. Pending the discussion of this motion, the 
Association adjourned to meet in the evening. 
EVENING SESSION.-The matter of the Paris Exposition being disposed of, 
Mr. S. H. White made a verbal report from his committee, concerning an 
annual exhibit of the work of our schools at this Association. The committee 
have under discussion various plans, which he sketched briefly, that will 
require time to perfect; when perfected, they will be announced through the 
papers. Report approved, and committee continued. 
Voted that the Treasurer be directed to' pay orders on bills made by these 
two committees in discharge of their duties, said bills not to amount to more 
than $100 in the aggregate. 
During the afternoon, M~. E. L. Wells, from Joint Committe on School 
Law, reported the list of amendments agreed upon_ Voted that this. report be 
taken 'up item by item. This work was commenced, but there not being time 
to complete it, it was laid over till evening. Now the report was taken from 
the table, and, after mature consideration and thorough discussion, the follow-
ing amendments to our School Law were recommended to the Legislature: 
I. That Section 8, Fees and Salaries Act, be made so explicit that it will be 
clear on what amount State's Attorneys are entitled to receive commission. 
2. That County Superintendents be required to examine annually the books 
and accounts of all Township Treasurers with their counties, and that they 
shall have power to compel corrections of all errors and irregularities that may 
appear. 
3. That orders for payment of teachers shall be separate from schedules. 
4. That in Section 45, School Law, the clause relating to the payment of 
school taxes, by town and county collectors, to one treasurer, shall he reinstated 
as in the law of 1865. 
5. That no township or county collector shall pay any schoo~ funds to any 
township treasurer, unless said township collector or county treasurer shall 
have on file a certificate from the County Superintendent, that said township 
treasurer has in force a good and sufficient bond. 
6. That in the first provision of Section 33, School Law, the words" or 
form new districts," be inserted after the words, "shall change the boundary 
of any district." 
7. That all unclaimed witness fees, not otherwise disposed of by law, shall, 
after reasonable delay, be paid into the County School Fund. 
8. That districts already organized under an erroneous construction of Sec-
tion 33, be legalized. ' 
9. That school directors shall not transact any school business except at a 
meeting of the Board. 
10. That the week of five days be the unit of time in school legislation. 
Voted that the President, at his leisure, appoint a committee to pres&Dt these 
recommendations to the Legislature_ 
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As before stated, the resolution approving of a system of State Institutes 
was adopted by the Association. When the question came up of incorporat-
ing this as one of the amendments to the School Law, objection was made 
that the establishment of this system would necessitate increased appropria-
tions, a thing it was not thought hest to ask for at this session of the Legisla-
ture_ 
It was the almost unanimous opinion of the Association that the adoption 
of the township school system, instead of our present district plan, would 
greatly increase the efficiency of our schools-especially our country schools, 
But as this change is so radical, that to accomplish it would require an almost 
entire rewriting of the School Law, it was thought the time for such change 
had not yet fully come. 
All business being disposed of, President Hewett, in a b~i ef, appropriate 
speech, thanked the Association for the honor conferred upon him, and 
announced the Twenty-third Annual Meeting of the State Teachers' Associa-
tion of Illinois adjourned, to meet at the call of the Executive Committee. 
The members now repaired to the Fine Art Gallery of the University, where; . 
two hours were most delightfully spent in examining the art treasures collected 
there, and in lisotening to explanations of the statuary by Dr. Gregory, assisted 
by Superintendent Harris, St. Louis. With these were interspersed songs and 
select reading by Profs. I-Iaight, of Alton, Pi~kard, of Champaign, and others. 
So pleasantly endeth our Centennial Association. 
Michigan. 
MARY ALLEN WEST, 
Secrctary. 
Editor, LEWIS McLOUTH, Ypsilanti . 
FROM Gov. Bagley'S retiring message we learn that, by the school census of 1876, there were in the state 457,785 children within the 'school :lges; 
of this number, 343,947 children were actually enrolled as pupils in our pub-
lic and private schools. These fig ures show an lllcrease over 1875, of 21,680 
in the whole number of children, and of 17,805 in the number enrolled. 
There are in the state now 5,917- school-houses, furnishing 4 ' 9,662 sittings, 01' 
sittings for 75,000 more than the entire enrollment. The value of school 
buildings and grounds is $9,382,270; l'nd the total expenditure for the year 
ending Sept. 30, 1876, for school purposes, was $4,1 28.707 . 
The number of public school teachers for the year \vas 12,900. The 
amount of the primary school fund, held in trust by the State, on Sept. 30th, 
last, was $3,147,917.13, which yielded an income for the schools of $214,360.-
83, which is about.46 cents to each person within the school ages in the state. 
The indebtedness of the school districts is $ 1,674,175. 
The value of the ground, buildings, and all appurtenances of the State 
Schools, is given as follows : University, $483,500; Normal School , $62,700; 
State Public School, $153,380; Reform School, $245,34°; Agricultural Col-
lege, $252,300; Total, $ 1,197,220. 
The University endowment fund now amounts to $447,594.59, in the hands 
of the State, or in the hands of purchasers of University lands. This sum, 
drawing seven per cent. interest, yields an annual i.ncome to the University of 
$3 [,300. Only about 300 acres of University lands rem; in unsold. . In facl, 
$10:>,000 should be added to the amount of the endowment fund, as this sum, 
borrowed from the endowment fund, at an early day, for building purposes, is 
virtually treated as a part of the endowment, by the Legislature and the 
departments at L ansing. This makes the endowment fund about $5,447,000, 
and the income about $38,000. 
The Agricultural College, on the 30th of last September, had an endow-
ment fund, in the hands of the State, and of land purchasers, amounting to 
$230, [62, yielding, at seven per cent., an income of $ [6,11 I. There remain 
unsold of Agricultural College lands [64,800 acres, and the Superintendent of 
Public Instruction, ill his report for [875, estimates that when the lands are 
all sold, the institution will have a fund of 725,000. 
The Normal School endowment flllld amounts 'to $53,30[, in the hands of 
the State, and $ 16,229, in the hands of purchasers of lands. The part in the 
keeping of the State draws but six per cent. interest, the rem:linder, seven. 
The annual income from this endowment is about $4,867. Only [60 acres of 
Normal School lands remain unsold. Just why the State should pay only six 
per cent. interest on the Normal School fund, while the other trust fund, draw 
seven, does not clearly appear. 
Two years ago, when the Legislature repealed our County Superintendency 
Law, one of the reasons given by those who urged the change, was the reason 
of econ~my. It was claimed that the county system was too expensive, and 
that a system of t9.wnship supervision, while just as effective, would be a good 
deal cheaper. Many were unable to believe that the change would save 
money, and knew very well, moreover, that the new system would be compar-
atively inefficient; but the cry of economy was potent and prevailed. As 
throwing some light upon this kind of economy, }ve quote the following from 
State Superintendent Briggs' report for 1875, only recently issued: 
" The statistical reports returned are so incomplete in number and make up, 
that no account is here made of them. It is impossible to sbow by figures, 
from anything yet received, the real expense of this [the new township] system 
of supervision, as compared with the county superintendency. It appears, 
however, from the inspectors' returns, that the amount of compensation received 
by 722 [township] superintendents, for five months' service, was $9,627 .5°. In 
[93 townships, the inspectors make no report under this ht!ad. Estimating 
these at the average pay of those reporting, the total is $ [2,267.72. This is 
equal, for the year, to $29,442.48, while the estimated expense of the county 
superintendency,during the year ending Sept. 7, 1874, was $ 24,828." 
This leaves a balance of about $4,600 per year, in favor of the cOllnty 
system . 
- School reports, and all kinds of educational intelligence, are solicited 
from teachers and superintendents in all parts of the state, in order that our 
chronicle of news may be as fresh and as full as possible. Send direct to the 
e~itor of this department, Ypsilanti, Mich. 
The Insane Asylum, at Kalamazoo, is alone valued at $200,000 more than 
all the State Schools, to say nothing about the new Insane Asylum, at Pontiac, . 
valued at over $200,000. The institution for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind falls 
only $50,000 short of the University. The State Public School, for neg lected 
and dependent children, at Coldwater, is valued at $25,000 more than t wice as 
much as the Normal School. It will thus be seen that Michigan is not 
behind in the charities. 
Iowa. 
Editor, J- M. DEARMOND, Davenport. 
MI SS P. W . SUDLOW. Superintendent of the Davenport public schools, was elected President of the Iowa State Teachers' Association at its 
last meeting . The clistinguished honor could not have been more· worthily 
conferred . A wide circle of friends who recognize her sterling worth and 
appreciate her .noble services in the cause of popular education were highly 
gratifi ed on learning of her election. She has been connected with the schools 
of this city, as teacher, principal, and superintendent, for the last sixteen years . 
H er excellent and satisfactory management of one of our largest grammar 
schools, and subsequently, of the Training Department of the High School at 
a critical juncture in its history, determined the Board of Education in its 
election of her to the superintendency of the city schools, two and a half years 
ago. It is detracting from the well -earned laurels of none of her predecessors 
to say, that the Davenport public schools never were in a better condition 
than at present. T o a cultured mind, a clear understanding, and a noble, 
gene~ous heart, Miss Suellow adds a sound judgment, rare executive ability, 
an~ a conscientious observance of the minutest requirements of duty. Her 
whole heart is in her work, which she carefully oversees, thoroughly under-
stand~, and controls with justice, firmness, and moderation. The Iowa Teach-
ers' Association honored itself in electing Miss Sudlow to the highest office in 
The Governor makes recommendation to the Legislature for appropriations 
for the various State Schools, for current expenses and permanent impro\'e-
ments, as follows; 
University.-'-$2,000 per year, for another professor in the Dental College; 
$2,500 per year, for a professor of Physics ; and the same amount per year, 
for a professor of Geology. He also recommends the expenditure of $2,500, 
for apparatus for physical and physiological laboratories. H e hints at the pro-
priety of an appropriation for a new library building . 
Normal School.-He recommends an appropriation of $ 18,300 for annual 
expenses, and $50,000 for a new building. 
Agricultural College.-He recommends an appropriation of $ 15,000 to re-
~~ild the boarding hall, lately burned, and $27,000 for current expenses, etc. 
State Public School.-He recommends $89,000 fol' current expenses, for the 
next two years. 
Reform SchooL-He recommends $26,000 per annum, for current expenses. 
Gonceming the endC)wment funds of those of the State Schools which have 
endowments, we glean some interesting facts from the Govemor's message_ its choice. 
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-The report of the U. S. Commissioner of Education contains many items 
of importance concerning the progress of popular education. IL appears that 
Iowa pays female teachers $28.44, average wages per month. Male teachers 
receive an average of $36.68 per month. Indiana pays nule teachers an 
average of $65 per month, while Michigan pays female teachers an average of 
$45.50 per month. Nebraska pays the same wages to males and females for 
the same work. This is as it should be. Towa's increase of school population 
is 27.588. Her increase of teachers is 1,152. 
-Dr. William Reynolds was Iowa's first Sllperinteudent of Public Instruc-
tion. He was appointed in pursuance of an act passed by the territorial legis-
lature in Jailllary, 1841. His salary was fixed at two bundred and fi fty dollars 
per annum. 
-The proceedings and paper.s of the Stale Teachers' Association will be 
published in pamphlet form, as soon as the Publication Committee can mal<e 
the necessary arrangements therefor. . 
-We clip the followin).( item from the Grinnell H erald:-
H The teacher of one of the public schools of W.lterloo has been fined $30 
for drul.lkenness, but is still conlinued in his pedagogical duties." 
the Centennial are now in 
They will be unpacked and 
--The Iowa goods that were on exhibi tion at 
the cellar of the Capitol building at Des Moines. 
distrihuted as rapidly as possible. I 
-Guthrie Center feels proud, as well she may, over her new; elegant, and 
commodious school·house. 
-Women lire eligible to the office of County Superintendent in this state. 
-There are Normal classes in .six of the Iowa colleges. 
-Davenport employs ninety-two teachers. 
Minnesota. 
'Editor, O. V. TOUSLEY, Minneapolis. 
I BEND my pedagogical neck for the collar marked "Mil1J~esota," and now. commence to pull on THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY with my brethren 
from ·neighboring states. 
Happi1y the longest ann of the lever has been assigned me, and I speculate 
ab~ ut this amhiguous adj ustment. Possibl'y you did not anticipate frequent 
contributions from the" Nlinnesota Dep:utment," anti you were willing to lose 
time, in the hope thereby of gaining power. Howeve;' this may be, 1mder 
favorable drculltstances, I plead an inahility to properly discharge the respon-
sibilitities which invest my little editorial chair. But the difficulties just now 
are peculiar,. and emphasize the importance of the work on which we have 
entered. The soil up here has remained fallow. For'a long time, now, with-
out the influence of an educational journal published within our border, the 
news which naturally gravitates towarel such a publication, finding no outlet, 
has disappeared altogether. Now this must be sought for and set in motion. 
The demand will bring the supp;y. Then, tOQ, localities have been, froni such 
a state of affairs, cultivating a sort of individualism, and. teachers lack that 
esprit du corps which is kept alive by frequent and free Interchange of thought 
concerning common interests. We must wor.k, and pray, .and wait for a new 
and better order of things, and we ~ust have the help of all who desire fra-
ternity, thrift, and growth, in our p~ofession. It needs no argument to prove 
the value of an enterprising and thoughtful school journar to our teachers. 
There must be commerce here as elsewhere. Commerce means breadth, civ-
ilization, while isolation means narrowness anel stagnation. But we require a 
journal for the Northwest; a medium that shall reflect local evenL~ and local 
needs, and be to th.is territory what the New England Journal of Education 
is to the East. 
To this end, if we are to become a Ii ving member of this great consolidated 
body, we require the help of every educator in our state. We must get into 
active communication, into living sympathy with the life that is going on in 
our schools; we ' must know the city and county superintendents; · find out 
what they are doing; understand their needs, and in; ite an expression of 
their views on all things pertaining to the organization, the discipline, and 
instruction of S( hools. In this hope, and actuated by this spirit, let us press 
forward . 
THE COMMON SCHOOLS.-The statistical tables of the State Supe~intendent's 
report, just published, give the following interesting items: 
Cost of scliools for the yea,r ending September 30, 1876, $1,517,234; nuin-
ber of school-liouses, 3,119; value of h~lllses and sites,.$2, 7,63, .463;. ~u~b~eE~ 
• 
of teachers, 4,403. Teachers' wages--Average wages of male teachers, $34. -
80; average wages of female teacliers, $29.10 . The total enrollment in all 
the public schools is 151,866. Our •. pennanent school fund, as reported last 
year, wa5 .$3, 191,042. To this there will be an addition, the present ye~r, of. 
nearly $200,000. 
Indiana. 
Editor, J. B. ROBERTS, Indianap·olis. 
THE Indianapolis High School ha~ heen peculiarly afflicted during the past term. Two teachers have heen ohliged to' resign on account of faiHng 
health. A third, Herbert E : 'Copeland, dit!d December 13th, after an acute 
illness of about four weeks. Copeland was a young man of rare promise, 
both as a teacher and scientist. He was a discriminating and enthusia,tic col-
lector. He had been especially elevoted to botany, but· during the past year 
has been engaged with Prof. D . S. Jordon in collecting and classifying the 
fishes of Indiana. He was an occasional and valued contributor to some of 
the scientific penodicals of the day; one of his recent articlt!s in the A lIuri-
mn ,Natttral£st being on HA Neglected Naturalist." He was a graduate of 
Cornell University, of the class of '72. He had taught one year at Ravens-
wood, near Chicago; afterwards, in the Whitewater Normal School, of Wis· 
consin; and since September, 1875,.he had been ' teacher of Natural Science 
in the Indianapolis High School. He also had general supervision of the 
science work in the schools of the city. His work here has been thorough 
and effective, and he was very highly esteemed by pis pupils and associates. 
The vacancy occasioned by the death of Copeland has been filled bY .the 
appointment of Alembert W. Brayton, of the Cook County Normal School, of 
Illinois. ~r. Brayton has entereciupon his work with a spirit which promises 
well for l!is success in his new field. 
PROGRESS OF IDEAs.:-Indiana has been attempting, after a.sort, to educi.'tc: 
her colored population in the public schools. It has been, however, by.the 
maintenance of separate schools for· them. In districts whe~e the numoer is 
too small to ,justify tlle support of separate establishments, they ha;ve: fared 
hadly, though, of course, i.n many cases, their presence in whitt: schools has 
been winked at. Indianapolis maintains separate schools for the colored 
below th; High School. Here they are admitted, by sufferance, and mingle 
with their white peers, and, as a rule, holcL their own with them very well. 
Senator Dykeman (Democrat) has just introduced a hill into the Legislature, 
providing for separate schools in districts where ~here are fifty or more colored 
chilclr~n. .When, however, the number is less than fifty, they shal'! be 
admitted to the regular school on the same terms as white children. His bill 
also prov.ides that, beyond th~ graded schools, that is, the high ' schools' an'd 
University, I suppose, white and colored shall be educateq together. 
THE RELAnON OF HIGH SCHOOLS TO ·COLLEGES was warmly diseusse"d 
at the late meeting of the . Indiana Tea~hers. A committee, previously 
appointed for that purpose, made their report on a plan for connecting I'he two 
grad~s of institutions. So diverse were .the views of the committee, that the 
whole subject w~. refl!lTed back, with instmetlons to bring in a· more harmo-
nious- r,eport at the next me'eting. Gre,ek is still the great stumhling-bJock" 
some insisting upon tw,?, some three, some five, and some no terms of prepara· 
tory work in Gree~. This' contest promises to be as stout and blopdy a51.tn.c 
famous wars between Greeks and Trojans, in the early history of the ' great 
English Un·iversities. One thing, however, is certain. When our Legislatu.re 
is seriously considering the proposition to limit, by law, the rate of taxation to 
a figure .which wUl reduce ' th~ school revenues of the city?f Indianapolis 
·about 30 per cent., the fflends .of higher equcatiori have got to look a little 
out. 
EDUCATION AND WHISKEy.-H Pa'" 1lObile r"a/rum." Marion County h.as 
just received its apportiol,lme,n-t (on paper) ~f scholll !ll0ney's, unsIer the follow-
ing heads: " 
School Revenue ........ . . -. .. ... ....... , ... '" , ..... $ 34,984.64 
Liquor Licenses .... .. .......... . : . . . . . : . :. . . . . . . . . 28,350.00 
Direct Taxes for School' Purposes . ,... .. ... .... . .. 21 1,057.59 
Making a totai School Revenue for the County, 1876 ... ' 274,392.23 
.Indiana has' probably the most magnificent school revenue of any state in 
the Union. The enumeration of children of school age shows a total of 679.-
31,2. TJ:!~ funds ready.for apportionll\ent alI\Ol\nt in the aggregate to · $81 5~ 
15 I. 77-
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THE Nno England Journal oj E dttentiolt imparts the information that " a district school recently visited by the State Superirtendent of Cali· 
fornia is thirty.two miles long by sixteen wide, and numbered a year ago, 
fifteen scholars!" This is what we should call rural sweetness long drawn 
out. A space thirty·two by sixteen mIles would make a good sized school 
district.- but as a district school story this will take rank with some fish stories 
of savory memory. By the way, our cotemporary makes the point in the same 
column, that in the first mt1ltb~r of the WEEKLY there are some typographical 
errOTS. This is a sharp criticism, and WI! will match it by saying that there 
are some typographical errors in almost every number of the J ournal. Its 
Chicago correspondent writes that the WEEKLY" has failed to absorb Th~ 
Common School of Iowa, one of the Indiana journals, and the ~Viscomi1t 
Jou1'nal oj Educatiolt, and has not therefore, as clear a' field I as w'as expect 
ted." As no great effort was made by the WEEKLY to " absorb" two of the 
above, none at all to" absorb" the nameless Indiana journal, and as a greater 
number than was expected actually entered into the consolidation, we fail to 
see how the absorption theory can be made to hold water by any known process, 
or how the" field" is any less" clear than was expected." As the New 
E1zgla1zd has become . i National," and has not absorbed all the other journals 
on the continent, we suppose its field is ' not as clear as might be expected. 
Nevertheless, there is room enough for all. Let us have peace. 
-The unhappiest result of hard times that we have noticed, so far as they 
affect the educational interest, is in the resolution introduced into the Senate 
of the Nebraska Legislature, to dIscontinue the State University. It costs 
$II,SOO per annum, say its opponents, and" pays only $1,3°0." But think a 
moment, beloved friends of the frontier Legislature. I s it possible that your 
University pays but $1,300? Or does man not live by dollars alone? 
A Philosophy of Rdigi01t __ or the Rational G,'o/wd oj Religious Belief. 
By John Bascom. 16mo, pp. xx.-S66. (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 
1876. Price, $ I.7S.) 
During sever;ll years we have given some special attention to the literature 
of Prof. Bascom's theme, and are free to say that no other book has met our 
wants so nearly as his. His well known metaphysical ability, manifested in 
the ".iEsthetics," "Principles of Psychology," "Philosophy of English Litera· 
ture," an " Philosophy of Rhetoric," which have successively flowed from 
his fluent and lucid pen, not less_ than his d"vout Christian spirit, especially 
fits him to handle the great topic of this new volume. After a clear and well· 
stated prolegomena, he proceeds to the consideration of the mental powers, in 
a single brief chapter, and in succeeding chapters, to the being of matter and 
mind; the being and attributes of God; nature; man; inspiration; interpret 
tation; primitive facts-sin an&'liivine law; constructive facts-Trinity, Christ, 
his divinity, his work, Holy Spirit, sanctification, the cburch; future life; and 
the lines and conditions of progress. All are treated with the' hand of a mas· 
ter, and together make a quite satisfactory philosophy of the religious instincts 
of man and of the Christian system. H. A. F. 
-One of the most notable of the Centennial books is "The History of 
Liberty," a paper read before the New York Historical Society, last February, 
and now presented, with copious notes and appendices, in a beautiful little 
dollar book l by A. S. Barnes & Co., New York and Chicago. 
-Miss E. P. Peabody, of Cambridge, the apostle of the Kindergarten 
movement in this country, will resume the publication of her Kindergartm 
Messmg~r as soon .as a thousand subscribers are pledged, at the petty rate of 
one dollar a year. Kindergartners who send more than one subscribe'r's name 
besides their own, will ~eceive their copies gratis. She no longer maintains a 
Kindergarten Department in the Nno E1zglana JOllmaloj Edllcatiolt. 
-A notice of Th~ SU1zday School Times, of Philadelphia, was published 
in the December number of The' Michigan Teacher, which gave the price of 
that admirable weekly as $1.50. A line from the Business Manager calls 
attention to the increased rate of subscription, which is now $2.1 s--':an increase 
which is abundantly justified by the constant improvements made upon this 
journal. Address J. W. Wattles, 610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pat 
-An encouraging tendency to remain at the great schools for post.graduate 
study is manifest. At Yale College, nineteen members of ~he last graduating 
class are continuing their studies. Another good sign ~t Yale is the choice of 
political economy by the senior class as the most popular optional study. The 
Gcmwl tongue and English literature ran~ q"xt in popularitr, 
Publishers' Notes. 
IT may not be inappropriate for the publishers of the WEEKLY to state ex· plicitly at this time, that they desire to make it the best educatioltal journal 
in this or any other coul/try. To this end, it can be and is the organ of no 
particular party, sect, creed, class, or interest, except the great educational 
interest. It is not the property of any publishing house, nor is it under any 
obligations to one more than to another of this or any other class of bnsiness 
establishments, We hope to prove ourselves to be the friends of all the great 
business interests of the country by promoting that intellectual and moral 
development which is the basis of all material development, and by offering to 
all alike fair and honorable terms in our business transactions with them. 
The columns devoted to editorial and other literary matter are, without 
qualification, llnder the control of the Editor·in·Chief and the gentlemen 
associated with him in the work, whose names appear in the proper place. The 
characters of these gentlemen are, surely, a guarantee that the columns of the 
WEEKLY will be prostituted to no selfish or improper uses. The paper will, 
in fact, be made to speak for itself. By its jruits we are willing that it should 
be known and jndged. 
-Subscribers who fail to receive any number of the WEKLY will do us a 
favor by informing us by postal card. The WEEKLY is scnt to nearly every 
state and territory in the United States, and to many foreign countries ; the 
mailing clerks are liable to mistakes, and very likely some names .are at first 
omitted. After this week, however, we shall have our mailing arrangements 
very much simplified. . 
-In evidence of the val ue of the WEEKLY as an advertising medium, we 
publish the following voluntary statement received from an enterprising busi· 
ness firm in Milwallkee : 
Ollr advertisements in your paper have brought us the most prompt returns 
of any we have ever had inserted, and f~om places which we have never be· 
fore reached, To·day's mail brought two orders of this class. We are 
perfectly satisfied with the result. Respectfully 
S. CHAPMAN & SON. 
-In order than our subscribers may know how the W'EEKLY is ,regarded by 
tho~e who are competent to judge of its merits, we shall continue to publish 
opinions which come to us, as follows: ' 
Unlike many journa!s of its kind, which move in a certain lim.ited circle of 
old ideas, it makes its articles of special interest to a class, whde rendering 
them generally pleasing and instructive to those wbo are not directly connected 
with the cause of education. Every contribution is scholarly and well chosen, 
and shows a determination on the part of the management to make their jour. 
nal in all respects a sllperior one.-Plliladelphia Evmi1t~ Herald. 
I have no doubt the WEEKi..y will be a superior national journal.-Hon. J. 
W. SIMONDS, New Hampshire. 
An excellent periodical devoted to the interests of education. * * * * 
This cQmbination of talent and union of educational forces will doubtless make 
the WEEKLY one of the foremost educational journals of the country. No 
teacher in the Northwest can afford to be without it.- Wifto1ta Daily Repub. 
lican. 
Go ahead with your much better than good paper; you will make it the 
best.-President C. S, FARRAR, Milwaukee. 
I received the second number last evening, and am more than pleased with 
It. It rings like a trllmpet, I wish it could reach every ear in the land.-Hon. 
JOHN G. McMYNN, Racine, Wis. . _ 
I am gratitied to learn of the plnn proposed by tbe managers of the school 
journals in the ' Northwest, to unite them and issue a weekly periodical. By 
thus concentrating the editorial ability of the several independent journals 
npon onc possessing the excellences of all, and from which their defects are 
carefully eliminated, the result must secure a pronounced character and influ· 
ence for school journalism in the Northwest. I most cordially commend the 
undertaking, and have no doubt that business as well as professional men will 
appreciate the great advantage of an issue of this character, weekly instead of 
1ll0nthly . ......:.Hon S. M. ETTER, Supt. Pllblic Instruction, Illinois. 
The articles are written with ability, and the selection of matter evinces 
good taste and judgment in the editors.-Chicago bztff·Oceall. 
The first number is all right, and gives promise of just the sort of journal 
we need.-Supt. W. S. PERRY, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
The first number abounds in able, vigorous, practical articles.- WMtnoater 
Register. . 
With its large corps of able editors, it will, in this consolidated, concen· 
trated form, no doubt attain a large circulation and wield a powerful i!l~uepc!; 
!1Hlon~ practical ~ducators,-C4icalo Tri/;flne, ' 
